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Abstract

Spatial and temporal variations in network bandwidth constraints constitute serious challenges to the multicast distribution
of real-time video content. This paper presents a video multicast algorithm that combines multilayered video encoding with
feedback-based source adaptation in order to address varying bandwidth constraints in a multicast tree. The proposed algorithm
uses a novel credit-based, hop-by-hop multicast flow control mechanism in conjunction with explicit rate congestion feedback.
It achieves nearly optimal network utilization at the expense of packet losses that are isolated to low priority video content.
The responsiveness, bandwidth utilization, scalability, video quality and fairness of the proposed mechanism are evaluated
through simulations, and results suggest that the proposed mechanism is capable of providing a high quality video service in
the presence of varying bandwidth constraints. ©2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Multimedia applications are increasingly requiring network architectures that are capable of efficiently
transporting high quality, multicast video. It has long been recognized that high speed networking tech-
nologies such as ATM are capable of supporting the strict quality of service guarantees required by
real-time traffic like video. Yet even in networks that have traditionally offered minimal or no quality of
service guarantees, efforts are now underway to support real-time video applications. Quality of service
support in the Internet, for instance, is the subject of a great deal of recent research attention [1,2]. Fur-
thermore, since most video applications (e.g., teleconferencing, television broadcast, video surveillance,
interactive video games) are inherently multicast in nature, support for multicast video is important. Un-
fortunately, multicast video transport is severely complicated by spatial and temporal variations in the
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Fig. 1. Example of a picture encoded using multilayered wavelet sub-band coding.

amount of bandwidth available throughout the network. That is, in a multicast tree that connects a sender
to many receivers, the amount of available bandwidth often varies both in time and from branch to branch.

A well-known solution to the problem ofspatial variation in bandwidth availability in a multicast
tree is to use multilayered video. A multilayered video encoder encodes raw video data into one or
more streams, or layers, of differing priority. The layer with the highest priority, called thebase layer,
contains the most important features of the video stream. Additional layers, calledenhancement layers,
contain lower priority data that successively refine the quality of the base layer stream. The power of
multilayered encoding in a multicast environment is that it allows each receiver to observe a video quality
that is commensurate with its bandwidth availability and computational power. If a receiver has enough
bandwidth and computational power to receive and decode the base layer and enhancement layers, then
it can combine them to observe a very high video quality. If, on the other hand, a receiver is limited
in bandwidth or computational power, it may opt to receive only the base layer and some subset of the
enhancement layers, thereby achieving a gracefully degraded video quality.

Fig. 1 provides a visual example of a single image encoded using a multilayered encoding technique
known as wavelet sub-band coding [3]. In this example, the raw bit-mapped image is encoded into two
layers: a base layer and a single enhancement layer. A receiver with limited bandwidth availability receives
only the base layer, which is constructed from the first few sub-bands of the encoded image, and observes
the image shown in Fig. 1(a). A receiver with more plentiful bandwidth observes the image shown in
Fig. 1(b), because it receives both the base layer and the enhancement layer, which contains the encoded
image’s remaining sub-bands.

Multilayered encoding is useful in the multicast of real-time video for two reasons. First, it has the abil-
ity to gracefully degrade video quality when packet losses occur. Because each video layer is prioritized,
a network experiencing congestion discards packets from low priority enhancement layers first, thereby
protecting the important base layer and higher priority enhancement layers from corruption. Second,
multilayered video encoding has the ability to support multiple receivers with different bandwidth con-
straints or end-system capabilities. For each source-to-receiver path with a unique bandwidth constraint,
an enhancement layer of video may be generated.
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However, multilayered video is not by itself sufficient to provide ideal network bandwidth utilization
or video quality. Due to network congestion, the amount of bandwidth available for use by video on each
branch of a multicast tree may vary over time, often significantly. Thus, network utilization and video
quality cannot be optimized by simply transmitting video layers at fixed rates. The transmission rate of
each layer must adapt in response to changes observed in the network’s bandwidth availability.

A solution to this problem oftemporalvariation in bandwidth availability is to use a feedback-based flow
control algorithm tailored specifically to multicast communication. We define asource-adaptive multilay-
ered multicast(SAMM) algorithm as any multicast traffic control algorithm that uses congestion feedback
from the network to adapt the transmission rates of multiple layers of data. In prior work, we have proposed
several such SAMM algorithms [4–7]. Several techniques were deployed including the use of binary feed-
back information, explicit rate feedback information, rate-based flow control and credit-based flow control
mechanisms. Results from prior work suggest that credit-based flow control mechanisms obtain higher
network utilization, and the use of explicit rate feedback results in better responsiveness to congestion.

This paper presents a novelcredit-basedSAMM algorithm for video, which optimizes network utiliza-
tion and video quality by combining credit-based multicast flow control and explicit rate feedback infor-
mation from receivers. Neighboring intermediate nodes control the flow of video through the exchange of
“credits” that reflect the amount of buffer space available at the next downstream node. Credits are con-
tained in special control packets, which also propagate explicit rate feedback from receivers to the sender
on a hop-by-hop basis. This rate feedback is used by the sender to adjust the number of video layers it gen-
erates as well as the rate of each layer. The credit-based SAMM algorithm allows packets to flow through
the multicast tree as fast as the available bandwidth on the least congested path through the tree will allow,
and when packet losses occur on congested paths, they are isolated to low priority enhancement layers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first review related research on the multicast
of real-time video in Section 2. Then we detail the design and operation of the credit-based SAMM
algorithm in Section 3. In Section 4, we evaluate the video quality, responsiveness, scalability, utilization,
and fairness of the credit-based SAMM algorithm through simulations, many of which use actual video
codes and video content. In Section 5, we discuss several implementation and scalability issues that must
be considered in order to make the deployment of the credit-based SAMM algorithm feasible. Finally,
we provide several concluding remarks in Section 6.

2. Related work

There are three types of approaches to the distribution of packet video: approaches that rely on call
admission and network resource reservation, approaches that rely on video transcoding within the network,
and approaches that rely on video rate adaptation. In this section, we provide a brief overview of the related
research on each of these approaches and locate the credit-based SAMM algorithm in this context.

The first approach to packet video distribution relies on a network’s ability to provide quality of service
guarantees to applications through a combination of call admission and network resource reservation.
ATM is an example of a network capable of supporting quality of service guarantees. Other examples
include the Internet integrated services architecture [2] and, more recently, the Internet differentiated
services architecture [1]. These networks support the demands of real-time packet video applications by
allowing them to reserve network resources (such as bandwidth and buffer space) and by refusing the
admission of new calls that might create congestion. However, the use of reservations is likely to entail
a significant economic cost to the user. It is expected that such a cost will be undesirable to many users,
especially when they are willing to tolerate a certain degree of video quality degradation.
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The second approach to packet video distribution, targeted especially for multicast, is video transcoding
[8–10]. In this approach, a single layer of video is encoded at a high rate by the source, and intermediate
network nodes transcode (i.e., decode and re-encode) the video down to a lower rate whenever their links
become congested. While this approach solves the problem of spatial and temporal variation in bandwidth
availability, it requires complex and computationally expensive video transcoders to be present throughout
the network.

A third approach is to design video applications in such a way that they are able to adapt to net-
work congestion dynamically. Adaptation in video applications can take two forms: sender-driven or
receiver-driven. In a sender-driven adaptation algorithm, the source adapts its video transmission rate in
response to congestion feedback from the network or the receivers. In a receiver-driven algorithm, the
source transmits several streams of video, and the receivers adapt to congestion by changing the selection
of streams to which they listen.

A number of researchers have examined the use of sender-driven adaptation for video [11–14]. In
several of these works [11–13], information regarding the occupancies of the intermediate nodes’ buffers
is passed via network feedback packets to the video source. The encoding of the video sequence is then
rate-controlled to avoid buffer overflow within the network. In another work on sender-driven adaptation
by Lakshman et al. [14], network switches implement an explicit rate control policy and inform the video
source of the exact rate at which to encode video, thereby allowing it to adjust rapidly to the changes
in the network’s available bandwidth caused by transient congestion effects. These works illustrate the
effectiveness of transmitting video using sender-driven rate adaptation but do so only for the unicast case.

In the context of video multicast, one of the first examinations of sender-driven adaptation was per-
formed by Bolot et al. [15]. The video source multicasts a single layer of video to receivers and congestion
feedback from the receivers is used to control the rate of the video stream. A form of probabilistic feed-
back is used to prevent feedback implosion. Based on feedback responses from the receivers, the source
adaptively modifies the video encoding rate to reduce network congestion when necessary and increase
video quality where possible. While this scheme takes multicast connections into account, it uses only
a single layer of video, and thus a few severely bandwidth-constrained paths can negatively impact the
rate of video transmitted across paths that have more plentiful bandwidth.

The destination set grouping (DSG) algorithm [16] is one of the first adaptation approaches that at-
tempts to satisfy the bandwidth constraints of multiple source-to-receiver paths in the distribution of
multicast video. The algorithm shares features of both receiver-driven and sender-driven approaches.
The source maintains a small number of independent video streams, each encoded from the same raw
video material but at different rates. These video streams are targeted at receiver groups with different
bandwidth constraints. Feedback from the receivers is used to control the encoding rates of each video
stream, and receivers are allowed to choose which stream to receive based on their current bandwidth
constraints. Although this multicast approach is adaptive, transmitting several independently encoded
video streams may result in an inefficient use of network bandwidth.

McCanne et al. [17] proposed the first totally receiver-driven adaptation algorithm for the multicast
of layered video. In the algorithm, known as receiver-driven layered multicast (RLM), the video source
generates a fixed number of layers, each at a fixed rate, and the receivers “subscribe” to as many layers
as they have the bandwidth to receive. Congestion is monitored at the receivers by observing packet
losses. This approach has the advantage that it uses video layering to address heterogeneous bandwidth
constraints. It is also adaptive to congestion in the network. However, it limits the receivers to choosing
among the layers the source is willing to provide, and in many cases the provided selection may not
be adequate to optimize network utilization and video quality. Furthermore, RLM is relatively slow to
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adapt to changes in the network’s available bandwidth. If the background traffic is particularly bursty, the
receivers may not be able to adapt appropriately, resulting in low network utilization and degraded video
quality. Extensions and variants of RLM (namely, layered video multicast with retransmission (LVMR)
[18], and TCP-like congestion control for layered data [19]) have recently been proposed to address some
of these concerns.

In many scenarios, the existing approaches described above may achieve low network utilization, or
they may suffer from excessive packet losses, resulting in low video quality. Credit-based flow control
mechanisms, on the other hand, are well known for their ability to achieve 100% network utilization and
zero packet loss. The credit-based SAMM algorithm proposed and analyzed in this paper is a sender-driven
adaptation algorithm for the multicast of real-time video, and it deploys a modified multicast credit-based
flow control. Unlike the other adaptive approaches described above, it is capable of achieving nearly
optimal network utilization and video quality in a multicast environment. It does this by observing the
current congestion state of the network and adjusting both the number of video layers and the rate at
which each layer is transmitted by the source.

3. Proposed mechanism

The credit-based SAMM algorithm contains two components: a novel credit-based flow control mech-
anism specially suited for the multicast of multilayered video, and a rate feedback mechanism that allows
the sender to adjust the number and rates of the video layers it generates. In this section, we start by de-
scribing several traditional credit-based flow control mechanisms and discuss why they are inappropriate
for use by SAMM algorithms. We then discuss the two components of the credit-based SAMM algorithm
proposed in this paper.

3.1. Traditional credit-based flow control mechanisms

Credit-based flow control mechanisms have been widely studied, especially in regard to the flow control
of data traffic [20–23]. The credit-based flow control mechanism proposed in this paper is a multicast
extension of thequantum flow control(QFC) mechanism [20], which is used for ABR data traffic in ATM
networks [24,25]. The primary advantage of QFC is its ability to achieve 100% network utilization while
ensuring zero packet loss, regardless of the degree of network congestion.

Credit-based flow control mechanisms maintain a separate control loop for each link of a connection
by usingcredits. During connection establishment, buffers are allocated at each node on a per-connection
basis. The credit balance (Crd Bal ) for a connection reflects the amount of buffer space available at
the next downstream node and gives a node permission to transmit packets.2 Crd Bal is initially set
to Buf Alloc DN, whereBuf Alloc DN is the amount of buffers allocated for the connection at
the downstream node. Each time a node transmits a packet, it consumes one credit, andCrd Bal at
the sending node is decremented by one. If a node has no credits available (i.e., ifCrd Bal is zero)
then it must wait for new credits to arrive from the downstream node before transmitting a packet. This
guarantees that downstream node buffers cannot overflow, and therefore zero packet loss is assured.

Credits are transmitted to upstream nodes via special control packets calledcredit packets. Instead
of sending a credit packet upstream for every data packet transmitted downstream, several credits are

2 For simplicity, but without loss of generality, the use of fixed-size packets is assumed in this description.
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collected by each node before being transmitted together to an upstream node in order to use bandwidth
more efficiently. More precisely, each time after a node has forwardedNt packets, the node will send to
its upstream node a credit packet. For each connection, each node keeps a count (Tx Cnt ) of all packets
it has transmitted. A downstream node encloses its current value ofTx Cnt in a field (Fwd Cnt ) of
each credit packet transmitted upstream. When an upstream node receives a credit packet, it updates the
credit balance for the connection as follows:

Crd Bal = Buf Alloc DN− (Tx Cnt − Fwd Cnt ). (1)

The quantity (Tx Cnt -Fwd Cnt ) represents the number of packets that have been transmitted to but not
yet forwarded by the downstream node. This credit update procedure makes the protocol robust against
credit packet losses.

In order to achieve 100% network utilization, enough buffers must be allocated at each node to ensure
that as long as bandwidth is available, an upstream node will not exhaust its credits and a downstream node
will not exhaust packets to transmit. In order to determine the required amount of buffers to guarantee
100% network utilization, letRTTbe the round-trip time andBWbe the bandwidth of the link between an
upstream nodeU and a downstream nodeD. The maximum number of packets in transit from the time
D transmits a credit packet to the timeU receives it is(RTT× BW)/(packet size ), and this is the
maximum amount(Tx Cnt −Fwd Cnt ) can be in order to ensure 100% network utilization. Therefore,
if a connection allocates

Buf Alloc DN= RTT× BW

packet size
+ Nt , (2)

it is guaranteed to achieve 100% network utilization while ensuring zero packet loss.
The discussion above refers only to unicast data connections. For multicast data connections, traditional

credit-based flow control mechanisms are designed to guarantee zero packet loss, and therefore the
source’s transmission rate is constrained in response to the available bandwidth on the connection’s most
congested branch in the multicast tree. This transmission rate constraint occurs because in traditional
credit-based flow control, a node only sends a credit packet upstream when all output ports of a multicast
connection have transmittedNt packets. In multilayered video multicast applications, this type of behavior
is undesirable since high utilization of network bandwidth is one of the primary goals and losses of low
priority video layers packets are tolerable.

3.2. The credit-based flow control mechanism

The first component of the credit-based SAMM algorithm is the novel credit-based flow control mech-
anism used between adjacent intermediate nodes in the network. Unlike traditional credit-based flow
control mechanisms, the SAMM flow control mechanism achieves maximum utilization on all branches
of a multicast tree by allowing packet losses to occur on more congested branches. However, packets are
always discarded from the lowest priority layers whenever buffers overflow.

The operation of the SAMM flow control mechanism is as follows. An intermediate node sends a credit
packet upstream whenever one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(A) Each of the multicast connection’s output ports has transmitted at leastNt packets, or
(B) At least one output port of a multicast connection has transmittedNt packets and one of the output
port queues contains fewer thanMt packets.
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Condition (A) guarantees that credits are periodically returned to an upstream node whenever each of the
connection’s adjacent downstream nodes is continually draining packets. Condition (B) allows credits to
be returned to an upstream node even if one or more adjacent downstream nodes fails to drain packets
rapidly enough. This condition verifies that one of the video output ports has a possibility of imminent
underflow. That is, if one of the video output queue occupancies is less thanMt , it is considered likely
to underflow. In order to prevent underflow and ensure 100% utilization on the least congested branch in
the multicast tree,Mt must be set to:

Mt = RTT× BW

packet size
+ Nt . (3)

While the use of condition (B) may result in packet losses on some links, the losses are isolated to low
priority packets through a priority discarding mechanism. Notice that according to condition (B), buffers
for more congested links will remain nearly full, while the buffer occupancy for less congested links will
remain aroundMt . The amount of buffers allocated in each output port (Buf Alloc ) must be greater
than or equal toMt . The largerBuf Alloc is, the longer the end-to-end delay will be on congested
paths. The smallerBuf Alloc is, the higher the probability of a high priority packet loss will be on
congested paths. In the credit-based SAMM algorithm, each output port of the multicast connection keeps
a total count (Tx Cnt ) of all packets transmittedor dropped. A feedback packet carries in itsFwd Cnt
field themaximumvalue ofTx Cnt held by all ports of the multicast connection.

A round-robin scheduling policy is performed across to schedule the transmission of packets from each
flow-controlled connection. Packets are transmitted to downstream nodes only if there are credits available
and there are no higher priority interfering traffic packets queued to be transmitted. Higher scheduling
priority is given to interfering traffic, since this mechanism is designed to exploit the available, unutilized
bandwidth. Besides exploiting the network’s available bandwidth, the credit-based flow control may be
configured to provide a service with a minimum rate guarantee in networks that support rate reservations.
In this case, video packets may be scheduled for transmission at a minimum video rate (MVR) and thereby
be transmitted as soon as credits are available, despite the presence of interfering traffic.

3.3. Rate feedback mechanism

The second component of the credit-based SAMM algorithm is the rate feedback mechanism, which
allows receivers to indicate to the sender the rates at which they are currently receiving video packets.
In response to this feedback, the sender adjusts the number of video layers it generates as well as the
transmission rate of each video layer. Rate feedback from receivers is conveyed to the sender through the
hop-by-hop exchange of credit packets, which are extended to include the rate information provided by
receivers.

Table 1 lists the information carried in the extended credit packets, hereinafter referred to as feedback
packets.L is the maximum number of video layers that can be generated by the source and transported by
the network.Fwd Cnt is equal to the total number of packets forwarded or dropped by the downstream
node since connection establishment. Feedback packets also contain an array of explicit rate values (r̄)
and another array of counter values (c̄), which are initially set by multicast receivers.

To generate rate feedback, multicast receivers estimate the available bandwidth on the path from the
source by monitoring the arrival rate of video packets. They do this by monitoring the number of video
packets arriving over a movingreceiver monitoring intervaland determining the video arrival rate over
the interval. Every time a receiver receivesNt video packets, it generates a feedback packet and sets the
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Table 1
Contents of feedback packets

Field Description

L Maximum number of layers allowed
Fwd Cnt Forwarded packets, the total number of packets forwarded so far by the downstream node
r̄ An array(1, . . . , L) listing the cumative rates of each video layer
c̄ An array(1, . . . , L) listing the number of receivers requesting each layer in the arrayr̄

fieldsr1 andc1 before sending it upstream. The rate fieldr1 is set to the average video rate observed by
the receiver over the most recent receiver monitoring interval, and the corresponding counter fieldc1 is
set to 1 in order to indicate that only one receiver has observed rater1 thus far.

At intermediate nodes, rate feedback (r̄ , c̄) is stored at each output on a per-connection basis. When
it is time to send a feedback packet upstream, the intermediate node collects the rate (ri) and counter
(ci) entries from each output port of the multicast connection and merges them. The rate and counter
arrays are stored into a temporary local array, sorted by rate. Each rate entryri corresponds to a video rate
requested by one or more downstream receivers, while the counter values indicate how many downstream
receivers have requested each rate. Ultimately, the rate values will be used by the source to determine the
rate at which to transmit each video layer. If two or more packets contain identical rate values (or nearly
identical values3 ), then their corresponding counter values are summed together and stored with the rate
as a single local entry.

After filling the local array, the number of entries in the local array is compared to the maximum
number of layers allowed for the connection (L). If the number of values in the local array is less than or
equal to the maximum number of layers allowed, then a new feedback packet is immediately generated,
filled with the contents of the local array, and sent upstream. Otherwise, one (or more) of the entries must
be discarded and its counter values added to the next lower entry. To determine which entry (or entries)
to discard, the intermediate node estimates the impact of dropping each stored rate on the overall video
quality. This is done through the use of a simple estimated video quality metric.

The estimated video quality metric attempts to measure the combined “goodput” of video traffic that
will be received by all downstream receivers. The goodput for a single receiver is defined as the total
throughput of all video layers received by the receiverwithout loss. For instance, suppose a source
transmits three layers of video at 1 Mbps each. If a receiver entirely receives the most important first
two layers but only receives half of the third layer due to congestion, then its total received throughput
is 2.5 Mbps, but itsgoodputis equal to the combined rate of the first two layers, namely 2 Mbps. The
goodput is a relatively useful estimate of video quality because it measures the total combined rate of
uncorrupted video traffic arriving at an end system.

As intermediate nodes merge rate feedback, they attempt to estimate the goodput that downstream
receivers will receive. The combined goodputG is estimated from the values listed in a rate array
calculated as follows:

G =
N∑

i=1

ri × ci, (4)

3 In this paper, we have assumed that two rate values separated by less than 100 kbps are considered the same rate. The lesser
of the two rates is stored in the local array.
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Fig. 2. Example of rate feedback merging(L = 2) at intermediate nodes.

whereN is the number of entries in the local array, andri andci are the rate and counter values for each
entry. To determine which entry to remove from the local array, it is necessary to calculate the combined
goodput that will result from each potential entry removal. The entry removal that results in the highest
combined goodput is then removed from the rate array. This process is repeated until the number of entries
in the local array is equal to the maximum number of layers allowed. When this process is complete, the
number of entries in the local array is set toL, and a merged feedback packet is sent upstream.

(There is one important caveat when removing an entry from the local rate array: the first entry can
never be removed. Even minor losses in the base layer can cause precipitous drops in video quality, so
the base layer should ultimately reflect the amount of bandwidth available on the most congested path.
Hence, the array entry with the lowest rate can never be removed, because it may ultimately determine
the rate of the base layer.)

For an example of the rate feedback merging process, consider Fig. 2. Two feedback packets are shown
arriving at an intermediate node, both with two rate entries (r1 andr2) in units of Mbps stored in their
rate arrays. The counter values (ci) are indicated by the number of dots over each listed rate. Since both
packets contain a rate entry of 3 Mbps, these entries are merged into a single entry in the local array, and
their counter values of 1 and 2 are added together, as shown, in order to indicate that three downstream
receivers have requested a rate of 3 Mbps. After storing the feedback packets’ entries into the local array,
one entry must be removed to bring the total number of rates down to 2, which is the maximum number
of layers allowed for this example. Since the first entry should never be removed, this leaves only the
second and third entries as candidates for removal. If the second entry is removed, then its counter value
will be added to the first entry and the resulting combined goodputG will be (1 × 5) + (4 × 1) = 9.
If the third entry is removed, then its counter value will be added to the second entry, and the resulting
combined goodput will beG = (1× 2) + (3× 4) = 14. Since the removal of the third entry results in a
higher combined goodput than the removal of the second entry, the third entry is removed. The resulting
feedback packet contains two rate entries and is sent upstream.

By the time a feedback packet arrives at the source, it contains the number of video layers to encode
and a list of cumulative rates at which to encode each layer. The base layer is always transmitted at the
minimum video rate guaranteed by the network. Intermediate layers are transmitted at a rate lower than
the rate reported in feedback packets.4 The reason for this is to allow a portion of the available bandwidth
to be filled by lower priority packets, so that in case of sudden fluctuations in the available bandwidth low
priority packets will be dropped first, allowing some time for the video sources to adjust their transmission
rates before higher priority layers are corrupted.

Since the rates reported in feedback packets are in fact the rate at which receivers are receiving video,
the overall cumulative rate can occasionally be less than the available bandwidth on the path to the

4 In the simulations intermediate layers are transmitted at 90% the rate reported in feedback packets.
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least congested receiver. This happens whenever the network is underutilized. To fully utilize network
bandwidth in this instance, the source monitors its buffer occupancy and increments the rate of its lowest
priority video layer whenever the source buffer’s occupancy falls below a low threshold ofLT. Conversely,
if the source buffer occupancy exceeds a higher threshold (HT), the source decrements the rate of its lowest
priority video layer.

The combined effect of the credit-based SAMM algorithm is to dynamically establish the number and
rates of video layers the source should transmit. These rates are nearly optimal in the sense that they are
selected by the network in a way that optimizes the combined video goodput. Under the proposed mech-
anism, high network utilization is achieved and the quality of video delivered to receivers is determined
not solely by the source, but also by the current degree of congestion in the network.

4. Performance

This section presents the results of several simulations designed to evaluate the performance of the
credit-based SAMM algorithm. Various network topologies are used to evaluate important performance
metrics including the responsiveness, utilization, scalability, fairness and video quality of the algorithm.

In the simulation experiments, unless otherwise specified, all link capacities are equal to 100 Mbps,
propagation delays between end systems and intermediate nodes are 5ms (1 km), and propagation delays
between intermediate nodes are 100ms (20 km). Although the credit-based SAMM algorithm places no
restriction on packet sizes, ATM cell-sized packets are used in all simulations, since credit-based control
is most commonly used in ATM networks. The maximum number of video layersL is set to 4, since
multilayered video encoders typically generate a small number of video layers. A minimum video rate
(MVR) of 1 Mbps is reserved throughout the multicast tree in order to ensure a minimum quality for the
video. A rate monitoring interval of 20 ms is used at all receivers, and credit packets are generated once
for every 16 packets transmitted (Nt = 16).

4.1. Responsiveness

In order to be effective, feedback-based traffic control algorithms must react in a timely fashion to
changes in the network’s congestion status. The credit-based SAMM algorithm attempts to react rapidly
to changes in the network’s available bandwidth by adjusting the number of video layers the source
generates as well as the transmission rate of each layer.

A tree topology network model is used to evaluate responsiveness. As shown in Fig. 3, it consists of
eight video sources{V1, . . . , V8}, two receiversR1 andR2, and three intermediate nodes{N1, . . . , N3}.
Interfering traffic is applied on the links connecting intermediate nodes.

Fig. 3. Simulation model for evaluating responsiveness and utilization.
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Fig. 4. Creation and deletion of video layers.

A series of experiments are conducted to illustrate the behavior and evaluate the performance of the
credit-based SAMM algorithm. The first experiment is devised so that the sources are required to create
and delete video layers in response to changes in the available bandwidth in the network. The second
experiment is designed to require the sources to adjust the rate of one of its video layers in response
to changes in network congestion. The remaining experiments evaluate the impact of large and rapid
transitions in the available bandwidth, network dimension, and availability of network resources on the
performance of the proposed algorithm.

In the first experiment, a persistent stream of constant rate interfering traffic is applied to linkL1.
The transmission rate of this interfering stream is 84 Mbps, leaving 2 Mbps of available bandwidth for
use by each video connection. On linkL2, square-wave interfering traffic that oscillates with a period of
oscillation of 200 ms between constant rates of 68 and 84 Mbps is applied in order to test the responsiveness
of the source to sudden changes in the network’s available bandwidth.

Fig. 4(a) displays the rates of the video traffic layers generated by the video sourceV1 (all other sources
exhibited similar behavior). For the first 100 ms of the simulation, 4 Mbps is available for each video traffic
on linkL2, while only 2 Mbps is available for each video traffic on linkL1. It then requires approximately
20 ms for the video sources to adapt to the available bandwidth. Since the receiver monitoring interval
is 20 ms, it takes about this amount of time for the receivers to start reporting to the source the new
status of the network. The result is three layers of video: the base layer transmitted at the minimum
video rate of 1 Mbps, the first enhancement layer transmitted at a cumulative rate of 1.8 Mbps, and
the second enhancement layer transmitted at a cumulative rate of 4 Mbps. Note that the intermediate
enhancement layer is transmitted at 90% of the available bandwidth on linkL1. Therefore, 10% of the
available bandwidth on linkL1 is utilized by lower priority, layer 2 packets. At timet = 100 ms, the
available bandwidth on linkL2 drops from 32 to 16 Mbps, and again the algorithm requires about 20 ms
to react. During the next 100 ms, since both links have the same available bandwidth of 2 Mbps, each
video source removes the enhancement layer 2, and starts transmitting the enhancement layer 1 at a
cumulative rate of 2 Mbps. At timet = 200 ms, the available bandwidth on linkL2 returns to 32 Mbps,
a second enhancement layer is added by each video source, and its cumulative rate converges to 4 Mbps
approximately 20 ms later. As the available bandwidth on linkL2 oscillates between 32 and 16 Mbps,
the algorithm responds by cyclically adding and removing a video layer within approximately 20 ms, as
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Fig. 5. Increasing and decreasing the rates of video layers.

shown in Fig. 4(a). The utilization of linkL2 is shown in Fig. 4(b). The credit-based algorithm is able
to utilize 100% of the link throughout the entire experiment. It is important to observe that as soon as
bandwidth becomes available, the rate of the combined video traffic is increased, and when the available
bandwidth is reduced, the video rate is reduced accordingly. Throughout the whole experiment no video
packets are lost on linkL2, and only low priority layer 2 packets are dropped on linkL1 during periods
when the sources are transmitting three layers of video.

The results of this first responsiveness experiment illustrate how the SAMM algorithm is able to respond
to changes in network congestion by adding or removing enhancement layers of video.

In the second experiment, persistent interfering traffic is applied at a rate of 52 Mbps on linkL1. The
square-wave interfering traffic applied to linkL2 in the first experiment is also applied in the second
experiment. With 48 Mbps available on linkL1 and between 32 and 16 Mbps available on linkL2, it is
expected that the algorithm will generate three layers of video at all times, but with an oscillating rate for
the first enhancement layer. Fig. 5(a) displays the transmission rates of each video layer generated by the
video sourceV1. (Again, all other video sources produce similar behavior.)

Since the available bandwidth on linkL1 (48 Mbps) always exceeds the available bandwidth on link
L2, no layers are added or deleted once the three layers have been established. A base layer is generated at
the minimum video rate of 1 Mbps. The persistent interfering traffic on linkL1 results in a cumulative rate
of 6 Mbps per video source. The oscillating interfering traffic on linkL2 results in an enhancement layer
generated by each video source, with a cumulative rate fluctuating in concordance with the oscillations
in available bandwidth on linkL2. Again, responses to changes in available bandwidth on linkL2 require
approximately 20 ms to be reflected at each source. The cumulative rate of the first enhancement layer
oscillates between 1.8 and 3.6 Mbps. Observe that 10% of the available bandwidth on linkL2 is utilized
by low priority packets from the second enhancement layer. In this experiment, 100% of link utilization
is achieved at all times and no losses are experienced on linkL1, while losses on linkL2 are isolated to
packets from the second enhancement layer.

The results from the second experiment illustrate the ability of the algorithm to adapt the transmission
rate of an existing layer of video when bandwidth availability in the network changes.

In order to further investigate how the algorithm responds to oscillations in the available bandwidth in
the network, a third set of experiments was performed. In these experiments aresponsiveness metricis
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Table 2
Responsiveness metrics

ABW Changes in the available bandwidth

8 Mbps (ABW= [16, 24]Mbps) 32 Mbps (ABW= [16, 48]Mbps) 72 Mbps (ABW= [16, 88]Mbps)

Adjust rate Add/Rem layer Adjust rate Add/Rem layer Adjust rate Add/Rem layer

Up 17.4316 14.1560 18.6993 18.6993 19.4238 19.4238
Dn 19.7796 17.6513 20.5911 21.3551 17.8482 18.3564

defined as the time between a change in the available bandwidth and the time at which the source rate
converges to the expected rate, called the target rate. A sliding window of length 20 ms is used to detect
when the source rate is within 0.5% of the target rate. The responsiveness metric is equal to the time
between the left side of the sliding window and the time of the bandwidth change. The sliding window
is precise to within 10ms, since it jumps at intervals of 10ms. In this experiment, the size of the buffers
allocated to each video connection is set to 100 packets.

In the SAMM algorithm, the source adapts its encoding rate according to the contents of the feedback
packets as well as to the source buffer occupancy. The size of the transitions might have a direct effect on
the responsiveness time, since larger changes in the available bandwidth may require a longer time for
the sources to converge to the new rate. In this experiment, separate responsiveness metrics are obtained
for increases and decreases in the available bandwidth.

Table 2 summarizes the average responsiveness metric, obtained from a sequence of 300 transitions
in the available bandwidth. The results show little or no correlation between the responsiveness of the
algorithm and the size of the changes in the available bandwidth in the network. The reason for this
behavior is that the algorithm’s responsiveness is a function of the values returned in feedback packets
as well as the source buffer occupancy. Large changes in the available bandwidth can cause the source
buffer occupancy to increase (or decrease) rapidly, and the source may begin adapting to the new network
condition even before receiving further feedback packets. The most important factor determining how
fast the algorithm can adapt to changes in the network is the receiver monitoring interval of 20 ms.
Only after this interval can receivers accurately inform the source about changes in the congestion status
of the network. In this experiment the sources react to small and medium changes in the available
bandwidth upon the reception of feedback packets. They react to large changes in the available bandwidth
primarily by monitoring the source buffer occupancies. In all experiments, responsiveness metrics remain
approximately equal to the receiver monitoring interval of 20 ms.

In all previous experiments, video sources were able to respond successfully to oscillations in the
available bandwidth. This is because transitions in the available bandwidth were set to occur only every
100 ms and receivers using a rate monitoring interval of 20 ms were able to track the available bandwidth
in a timely fashion. However, if changes in the available bandwidth occur more often than once every
20 ms, the rate monitored by receivers may not accurately converge to the available bandwidth.

In order to analyze the effects of fast variations in available bandwidth on the responsiveness and
delivered video quality, the scenario of Fig. 5 is used. Transitions in available bandwidth on linkL2 are
varied from 4 to 1000 transitions per second. Propagation delays on linksL1 andL2 are set to 1 ms and
buffers of size 10.6 KB are allocated per connection on each hop.

Fig. 6(a) shows that the video sources are still able to respond to changes in the available bandwidth
when the interfering traffic’s transition rate is 20 transitions per second. However, as shown in Fig. 6(b),
when the interfering traffic transition rate is increased to 500 transitions per second, the transmission rate
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Fig. 6. The impact of variations on interfering traffic.
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of the first enhancement layer converges to theaverageavailable bandwidth on linkL2. This is due to
the fact that receivers report in feedback packets the rate received over a monitoring interval of 20 ms.
Since transitions occur every 2 ms, the rate reported by receivers approaches the average of the available
bandwidth on linkL2. The receiver monitoring interval actually serves as a low pass filter that prevents
sources from responding to noise or spikes in the available bandwidth. Fig. 6(c) shows the impact of
varying the transition rate of interfering traffic on the delivered video quality. Delivered goodput is used
as a quality metric. Although sources cannot successfully track fast variations in the available bandwidth,
they can successfully track the average available bandwidth, and the goodput or overall quality is not
degraded as the interfering traffic transition rate increases.

This experiment illustrates that the credit-based SAMM algorithm is not very sensitive to noise in the in-
terfering traffic and that it adapts to the average available bandwidth over the receiver monitoring interval.

Another factor that has an impact on the responsiveness of the algorithm is the network dimension. In
this fifth experiment, we investigate the impact of the network size on network utilization and delivered
video quality. The scenario of Fig. 5 is used. Propagation delays on linksL1 andL2 are varied from 0.01
to 10 ms, and transitions in available bandwidth on linkL2 are set to occur 10 times per second. Buffers
allocated per connection on each hop are fixed and set to 10.6 KB, independent of the network size.

Fig. 7 shows the impact of network size on network utilization and goodput. In Fig. 7(a), a severe drop
in network utilization is observed as the propagation delay of linksL1 andL2 exceeds 5 ms. Note that
according to Eq. (2), 250 KB is required per connection in each hop in order to guarantee 100% utilization
when the propagation delays of linksL1 andL2 are 10 ms, and yet in this experiment only 10.6 KB per
connection are allocated in each hop. In Fig. 7(b), as the propagation delays of linksL1 andL2 exceed
5 ms, the delivered goodput drops at the same rate the network utilization drops. For propagation delays
on linksL1 andL2 lower than 5 ms, a slight drop in the goodput delivered to receiverR2 is observed.
This is due to the fact that the path to receiverR2 is the most congested path and is also the path where
the interfering traffic oscillates. As the feedback delay between the receivers and the source increases, a
greater number of packet losses occurs due to sudden transitions in the available bandwidth.

This experiment illustrates that network dimension may have a significant impact on the algorithm’s
performance due to two factors. First, the network utilization is degraded in large networks if not enough
buffers are provided. Second, in large networks, losses are more likely to occur due to increased feedback
delay.

The number of buffers required in wide area network (WAN) environments in order to guarantee 100% of
network utilization may be substantially large. In the final responsiveness experiment we use the scenario
in Fig. 5 to investigate the impact of the buffer size on utilization and video quality. Propagation delays on
links L1 andL2 are set to 10 ms, or the equivalent of 2000 km, and all links have a capacity of 100 Mbps.
Transitions in available bandwidth on linkL2 are set to occur 10 times per second. According to Eq. (2),
a buffer allocation of 250 KB per connection is required in order to guarantee 100% utilization. However,
we relax this requirement by allowing connections to share a single buffer space. The per-connection
allocation of buffer space is varied from 10.6 to 53 KB. Fig. 8(a) shows that full utilization is achieved in
this configuration when only per-connection buffers of only 21 KB size are used.

The video quality delivered to receivers depends on two factors. In general, the higher the network
utilization is, the better the delivered video quality will be. Furthermore, buffers must be large enough to
accommodate sudden changes in the available bandwidth until the time the source receives congestion
feedback and adjusts the transmission rate. Fig. 8(b) shows that optimal goodput is achieved for buffer
sizes higher than 21 KB. The end-to-end delay is obviously a function of the buffer size, and Fig. 8(c)
shows a clearly linear increase of end-to-end delay as a function of the buffer size.
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Fig. 7. The impact of network size on network utilization and goodput.

4.2. Utilization

One of the goals of adaptive traffic control techniques is to optimize utilization of network bandwidth.
In a multilayered multicast algorithm, the combined throughput is bounded by the utilization of the least
congested source-to-receiver path. The results of the experiments to evaluate responsiveness showed that
100% utilization is achieved when oscillating, square-wave interfering traffic is applied. In order to better
evaluate the utilization of the mechanism, Poisson interfering traffic is applied on both linksL1 andL2.
The load of the interfering traffic (ρ) is the same on both links.

In this experiment, it is expected that at a given time each source generates at most three layers of video.
Since both links contain the same load of interfering traffic, losses are equally likely to occur on both links.

The average rate of the interfering traffic is varied between 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 Mbps. In all ex-
periments, 100% utilization is observed on linksL1 andL2. Fig. 9 shows the combined average video
transmission rate versus the interfering traffic load on linksL1 (a) andL2 (b). The histograms also show
the average rate of each video layer. Packet losses observed in all experiments are isolated to the low
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Fig. 8. The impact of per-connection buffer size on network utilization, goodput and end-to-end delay.
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Fig. 9. Video utilization on linksL1 andL2.

priority enhancement layers 1 and 2. Table 3 shows the average loss ratio observed on linksL1 andL2.
The loss ratio for each enhancement layer increases exponentially with the load of the interfering traffic
(ρ). The loss ratio of enhancement layer 2 was 1.64% forρ = 0.5 and reached 7.74% whenρ = 0.90.
The loss ratio of enhancement layer 1 was 0.069% forρ = 0.5 and reached 3.867% whenρ = 0.90.

4.3. Scalability

Scalability is perhaps the most important performance measure of any multicast mechanism. Multicast
connections can reach dozens or even hundreds of receivers, each with varying bandwidth constraints. It is
therefore important to understand how a multicast mechanism performs as the number of receivers grows.

The network model shown in Fig. 10 consists of one video sender, four groups of receivers, and
seven routers. Within each receiver group, the number of receivers can be varied between 2 and 32.
Independent background traffic streams are applied to each leaf link, and the traffic loads are divided
into four heterogeneous groups (λ1 = 2 Mbps, λ2 = 4 Mbps, λ3 = 6 Mbps, λ4 = 8 Mbps). Background
traffic is generated by a 10-state Markov-modulated Poisson process with state transition rates of 100 s−1.
This traffic model captures the superposition of 10 on-off, interrupted Poisson processes and is generally
much burstier than a simple Poisson process.

In this experiment we encode and decode actual video sequences and transmit them through the sim-
ulated network shown in Fig. 10. For this experiment we use an embedded zero-tree wavelet encoder
to generate multiple layers of video from a raw video sequence. The raw video sequence we use is the
Academy Award winning short animation,Wallace& Grommit. The video encoder performs a block-based
multilayered wavelet sub-band coding and adaptively adjusts the rates and the number of video layers

Table 3
Loss ratio versus interfering load (ρ)

Loss ratio Interfering traffic load

ρ = 0.5 ρ = 0.6 ρ = 0.7 ρ = 0.8 ρ = 0.9

Base layer 0 0 0 0 0
Enhancement layer 1 0.069% 0.088% 0.093% 0.193% 3.867%
Enhancement layer 2 1.643% 2.290% 2.640% 4.070% 7.740%
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Fig. 10. Simulation model for evaluating scalability.

sent to the simulator. The simulator receives each encoded video block, segments it into packets and
sends the packets to the video source output queue, to be transmitted to the network. Packets may be
dropped due to congestion in the network. Receivers receive packets, and reconstruct each video block.
In this process, if a packet is missing, the whole sub-band (or sub-bands) associated with the lost packet
is discarded. Since each video block contains 13 sub-bands, if one or a few sub-bands are dropped, the
block can still be decoded. Also, since losses occur preferentially within the low priority sub-bands, a
graceful degradation of the video quality is observed in the case of congestion. The number of multicast
receivers is varied between 8 and 1024 and up to four video layers are used.

Fig. 11 plots the average peak signal-to-noise ratio of the decoded video sequence for a sampled receiver
from each receiver group. (The peak signal-to-noise ratio is a measure of the video quality. The larger the
value, the lesser the distortion. It is calculated by comparing the original and the received video image.)
The video quality at each receiver remains relatively flat as the number of receivers increases, confirming
that the mechanism is scalable. Furthermore, the quality of video obtained by a receiver is determined by
the amount of bandwidth available to it, as expected.

4.4. Video quality

Providing better video quality is the ultimate reason for exploiting available bandwidth on the network.
This experiment illustrates how the proposed mechanism enhances the video quality delivered to receivers

Fig. 11. Average signal-to-noise ratio for all receivers vs. number of receivers.
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Fig. 12. Simulation model for evaluating video quality enhancement.

with varying available bandwidths on the path from the video source. In this experiment, a network model
based on a tree topology is used. As shown in Fig. 12, it consists of one video sourceV , three receivers
R1, R2 andR3, and three intermediate nodes{N1, . . . , N3}. Persistent interfering traffic is applied with
a constant rate of 95 Mbps on linkL1, a constant rate of 96.5 Mbps on linkL2 and a constant rate of
98 Mbps on linkL3. In this experiment, the source encodes raw video sequences from the movieStar
Wars: Return of the Jedi.

Fig. 13 shows a sample video frame received by receiversR1 andR3. Subjectively, the frame received
by receiverR1 appears to be of high quality since it has suffered no losses. The same cannot be said
for the frame received byR3, for which nearly half of the packets transmitted by the source are dropped
by the network. However, since losses are restricted to low priority packets, the image quality observed
atR3 is gracefully degraded and remains subjectively tolerable. Fig. 14 depicts the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of the entire video sequence received by all receivers over time. Again, it is important to notice
that although receiverR3 never receives nearly half of the transmitted packets, reductions in the video
quality remain tolerable. It is notable that the SNR curves follow each other, clearly illustrating that the
base quality of the video is preserved throughout the sequence.

4.5. Fairness

Another important factor in the evaluation of traffic control algorithms is their fairness. If an algorithm
fails to divide bandwidth equally between competing flows, then some flows may unfairly receive better
service than others. To evaluate the fairness of the proposed mechanism, we use a standard network
model known as the second general fairness configuration (GFC-2) [26,27]. In this model, there are 22
competing sources, 22 receivers and 7 routers, and all links serve as bottlenecks for at least one of the
22 flows. This configuration is illustrated in Fig. 15. All entry and exit links have propagation delays of
5 ms and link capacities of 150 Mbps.

Fig. 13. Sample frame of video received by receiversR1 andR3.
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Fig. 14. SNR of video received at receivers.

The allocation of bandwidth to competing video traffic streams is said to be optimal if it ismax–min
fair. At the output port of a given router, an allocation of bandwidth is said to be max–min fair if all active
flows not bottlenecked at another router are allocated an equal share of the port’s remaining available
bandwidth [28,29].

Table 4 contains the results obtained by simulating the GFC-2 model with the proposed credit-based
SAMM mechanism. In the first column, the ideal max–min fair allocations of bandwidth are shown
for each type of flow in the GFC-2 configuration. The next column list simulation results showing the
rates to which a selected flow from each flow type converges at equilibrium for the credit-based SAMM
mechanism.

The proposed mechanism is clearly able to achieve bandwidth allocations that are close to max–min
fair, since explicit rate feedback is deployed and round-robin scheduling is performed in every router.
It is also important to examine how rapidly the rates converge to their equilibrium allocations. Fig. 16
shows how the transmission rate of a selected source in each flow type converges over time when the
proposed mechanism is used. Even in a complex network like the one simulated here, all flows converge
to an approximately max–min fair bandwidth allocation within 500 ms.

Fig. 15. GFC-2: simulation model for evaluating fairness.
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Table 4
Max–min fair allocation and average video throughput (in Mbps)

Flow type Max–min fair share Credit-based SAMM

A 10 10.006
B 5 5.003
C 35 35.149
D 35 34.937
E 35 34.725
F 10 9.964
G 5 5.003
H 52.5 52.152

5. Implementation issues

Credit-based algorithms such as the one proposed in this paper achieve high utilization and no loss at the
expense of several overheads, including per-flow queueing, per-flow queue management and scheduling,
per-flow state maintenance, and rate feedback merging. In this section, we discuss these overheads and
suggest ways in which they may be addressed.
1. Per-flow queueing. As in any credit-based flow control mechanism, buffers must be reserved at every

hop on a per-flow basis. In multicast connections, branch nodes need to allocate buffers on a per-flow,
per-branch basis. As the analysis in Section 3.1 shows, the minimum amount of buffers required to
guarantee 100% network utilization increases linearly with the product of the link’s round-trip delay
and bandwidth capacity. For instance, in a metropolitan network with link propagation delays of 1 ms
and link bandwidths equal to 100 Mbps, approximately 26 KB must be allocated per flow in order
to guarantee 100% utilization. For WANs with link propagation delays of 10 ms, 251 KB must be
allocated per flow to guarantee 100% utilization. These large buffers are clearly undesirable, since
they introduce long queueing delays. To reduce buffer requirements, shared buffer approaches can
be used [20]. Shared buffer approaches maintain zero packet loss (in the unicast case) at the expense

Fig. 16. Throughput delivered to receivers for GFC-2 configuration.
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of slightly reduced network utilization. As illustrated by Fig. 8, in many scenarios, 100% utilization
can be achieved using far fewer buffers than specified by Eq. (2).

2. Per-flow queue management and scheduling. In the credit-based SAMM algorithm, intermediate
nodes must perform per-flow queue management and scheduling. For instance, incoming packets
must be classified into flows and placed into appropriate queues; priority discarding must be per-
formed if flow queues are full; and outgoing packets must be scheduled for transmission using a
round-robin scheduling policy. For networks with a large number of flows, this processing may be-
come a bottleneck. This suggests that the proposed mechanism is most suitable in networks with a
moderate number of flows.

3. Per-flow state requirements. The proposed mechanism requires per-flow state to be maintained by
intermediate nodes at every hop of the multicast tree. The memory space required to store the mech-
anism’s variables is as follows: 1 byte for the number of layersL, 4 bytes for the number of packets
forwarded or dropped (Fwd Cnt ), and 4 bytes for each field of the rate and counter arraysr̄ andc̄.
For example, with 8 layers of video (L = 8), 69 bytes are required per-flow per hop. These memory
requirements become prohibitively high if the number of flows becomes too large. For an intermedi-
ate node supporting a thousand multicast flows with 32 branches, 2.3 MB are required. This memory
requirements also suggests that the proposed mechanism is suitable for scenarios with a moderate
number of flows.

4. Feedback merging. Another overhead created by the proposed mechanism is the merging of rate
feedback at intermediate nodes. At each intermediate node, feedback merging entails selectingL

rates from a sorted list ofLB rates, whereL is the maximum number of layers the network supports,
andB is the number of branches (or output ports) at the node. This can be done with time complexity
O(L2B2). Since typical values ofL andB are small, this overhead is relatively insignificant.

In networks that already use credit-based flow control [20,30,31], the added overhead of the credit-based
SAMM algorithm is small. However, in networks that have not implemented credit-based flow control, the
credit-based SAMM algorithm’s additional overhead may be prohibitively large if the network supports
a large number of flows or if the network dimension is large. Nevertheless, credit-based SAMM presents
a reasonable approach in many scenarios, especially those in which the network size and the number of
flows is moderate, such as medium-sized corporate Intranets.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented and investigated a credit-based source-adaptive multilayered multicast
(SAMM) algorithm for the multicast distribution of real-time video. In this algorithm, the source uses
network feedback to dynamically adjust both the number of video layers it generates and the rate at which
each layer is generated. Using credit-based flow control, the network multicasts video in a hop-by-hop
fashion from the source to the receivers, discarding low priority packets in the case of congestion. The
network also carries rate feedback from the receivers back to the source. By doing so, the network
optimizes bandwidth utilization and the quality of video received by each receiver.

The proposed mechanism’s performance was evaluated in terms of utilization, video quality, scalability,
responsiveness and fairness. The mechanism’s ability to enhance the video quality when bandwidth is
available was illustrated. In terms of responsiveness, the main factor determining how fast the mechanism
adapts to changes in the network was the length of the receiver monitoring interval. Optimal utilization
of 100% was observed in nearly all experiments. The mechanism also proved to fairly share the available
bandwidth among competing video sources.
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